Let G be a graph with chromatic number x a°d with t being the minimum number of points in any color class of any point-coloring of G with x colors. Let H be any connected graph and let H n be a graph on n points which is homeomorphic to H. It is proved that if n is large enough, the Ramsey number r{G, H n ) satisfies r(G, H n ) = (x -l)(n -l) + r. It is also shown that for some G, no such result holds when H n is a star with n points.
Introduction
If G and H are (simple) graphs, define the Ramsey number r{G, H) to be the smallest n such that if the edges of the complete graph K n are colored red and blue, either the red subgraph contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph contains a copy of H. These (generalized) Ramsey numbers have been much studied lately; see [3, 16] for surveys. One interesting case is that in which G is fixed and H is large and "sparse" in some sense. We shall prove a rather general result for such a case. Before stating the result, we shall give some definitions, and prove a useful universal lower bound.
Any notation not explicitly defined follows Harary [14] . In particular, x(G) is the chromatic number of G. Define t(G) to be the minimum number of points in any color class of any point-coloring of G with x(G) colors. (Here point-coloring will be used in its usual sense; but any other use of the word coloring will mean edgecoloring.) We now give a general lower bound involving these parameters; a weaker version, not involving t, was proved by Chvatal and Harary [11] . THEOREM 
Let G be a graph with parameters x cind t, and let H be a connected graph with n points, where n ^ t. Then r(G,H) ^ (/ -l)(n -l) + t.
Proof. Denote the right-hand side of the above by r, and color a K r _ x as follows. Color the edges of a (# -l)X n _ 1 u K,_ Y blue, and all other edges red. Clearly there is no blue H here, since no blue component has n points. On the other hand, denoting the red graph by R, we have that if t -1 then x(R) = X~ 1> a n d if t > 1 then x(R) = 1, t(R) = t-1. In either case, G <fc R, and so r(G, H) $s r, which was to be proved.
With this theorem in mind, we make the following definition. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we say that H is G-good if, in fact,
In the special case when G = K k , the question of which H are X fc -good is Received 19th March, 1980. This research was partially supported by NSF grant MPE 79-09254.
[J. LONDON MATH. SOC. (2) , 24 (1981), [405] [406] [407] [408] [409] [410] [411] [412] [413] extensively studied in [7] , where such H are called /c-good. In this case we have the simple but fundamental result of Chvatal [10] that, for any k, all trees are /c-good. For general G, however, the situation is different: there are G for which no star is G-good. On the other hand, it is true that for any G, any sufficiently long path is G-good. In fact, we shall prove much more. THEOREM 2. Let G be any graph and let H be any connected graph. Let H n be a graph on n points which is homeomorphic to H. Then ifn is large enough, H n is G-good.
Thus, for example, if G and d are given, any large cycle with d diagonals is G-good. We shall defer the proof of this theorem until Section 2, where we shall prove various related results. In Section 3 we shall explore the limits of G-goodness, and in Section 4 we shall consider problems and conjectures.
Positive results
Before proving Theorem 2, it will first be convenient to prove two other theorems. Theorem 3 is a lemma for Theorem 2, containing the core of the proof; it is of independent interest. Theorem 4 is an important special case of Theorem 2; it is stated and proved separately, partly because it lends itself somewhat more readily to explicit calculation, but primarily because it clarifies the fundamental idea involved. This idea is that, in either case, some suspended path in H n eventually becomes long enough for the following result to apply. Proof. Designate the right-hand side of the above by r, and consider a twocolored K r . We shall prove that it contains a red G or a blue H. Since r ^ (G, H^), the result is proved unless we have a blue H x . Delete the n -1 points of this blue H x , leaving at least r(G x , H) points, so that we have finished unless we have a red G,. Therefore, we may assume that the K r contains a blue H x and a red G l disjoint from it.
The blue f/, has a suspended path with m points, say x,,..., of the x, are joined to G, entirely in red. But, by the inequality assumed in the statement of the result, this number is at least u, so that a red G results. This completes the proof. THEOREM 
Let G be any graph and let H be any connected graph with I points. Choose a line of the H and form a sequence of graphs H n by putting n -I extra points on that edge. Then if n is large enough, H n is G-good.

Proof. Set k = x(G), t = t(G), p = p(G).
We shall use induction on k to show that r(G, H n ) = (k -l)(n -l) + t when n is large enough. We begin by observing that if k = 1 then G = K t , and we have the trivial Ramsey number
where H is any graph with at least one edge. Thus any such H is K,-good. Now let k ^ 2 and assume that the result has been proved for k -1. Observe that H n has n points and a suspended path of length at least n -/ and that shortening this suspended path by 1 yields H n _ i . Thus H n _ l and H n can play the parts of H l and H respectively in Theorem 3. Now consider a point coloring of G in which some color class has just t points. Let u be the number of points in some other color class, and let G : be the graph formed from G by deleting those u points.
It is clear that Theorem 3 now applies; we conclude that if
By the induction hypothesis, when n is large enough, r(G u H n ) = (k -2){n -\) + t,
and, consequently, r ( G , H n K max (r(G,//"_>), (/c-l)(« Let n be such that this last inequality holds for all n > n x . Then clearly
in other words, H n is G-good. This completes the proof.
It is easy to see from this proof how to compute a specific n 0 such that H n is G-good for all n ^ n 0 . First, we need n 0 ^ (p-2)(p -u) + u + l+ 1, so that Theorem 3 can be applied. Next we need n 0 ^ n l + l, where n x is the n 0 corresponding to G i . Finally, we need n 0 ^ {r{G, H in ) -t)/{k -l)+\. Therefore, we may take n 0 to be the maximum of these three quantities. (Of course it might be possible to take n 0 much smaller.)
To make the above explicit, we need to estimate r(G, //",), given n x . For r{G, //",), various upper bounds are known; for instance, see [5, 8] the last inequality being due essentially to Erd6s and Szekeres [13] . The final problem is estimating n x , which can be determined recursively, and sometimes in other ways. We shall not pursue explicit calculations here, but shall turn instead to the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4, setting k = x(G), t = t{G), p = p{G), and induction on k. The initial case when k = 1 is as before, so let k ^ 2 and assume that the theorem is true for k -1. If H has q edges then H n has a suspended path of length at least (n -l)/q + l. Therefore, if n -l^ ({p -2)(p -u) + u)q, and # " _ ! is formed from H n by deleting a point on such a suspended path, Theorem 3 asserts that
(G,H n )
whenever n > n x . The proof concludes as before.
Theorem 2 may be stated in the following alternative way, which may be conceptually simpler.
THEOREM 2'. Let d and I be given, and let G be a graph. If H is a sufficiently large connected graph with no degree larger than d and with no more than I points having degree larger than 2, then H is G-good.
It would be of interest to study, for various G and for various classes of H, which members of the class are not G-good. For instance, which cycles with a single diagonal are not C 4 -good, or C 6 -good? By Theorem 2', the number of such graphs is finite.
The theorems of this section have application to various results in the literature, such as the result of Bondy and Erd6s [2] 
r(K(t,...,t),C n ) = (k-i)(n-l) + t;
here K(t,..., t) is a fixed complete /c-partite graph with t points in each part. A less straightforward application is the following multicolor result [4] , which generalizes results of [12] . Let G { ,..., G c be graphs and H be a connected graph. Let H n be as in Theorem 2. Then if n is large enough, we have
r(G l ,...,G c ,H n ) = (X-l)(n-\)+T,
where X and T are constants depending only on G l5 ...,G c . Now X and T can always be calculated in principle, and can often be calculated in practice; for instance they have very simple values when the G, are all bipartite. Another result for which these theorems are useful is the following from [9] . If H n is as in Theorem 4, and if in addition x(H) ^ 3 and the suspended path in H n is free at one end, then when n is large enough, H n is itself ff n -good.
Negative results
In this section we shall show that for various G, no large star can be G-good. The author is grateful to P. Erd6s, who first pointed out that this was the case. We begin with the following theorem which we shall use as a lemma. Note that K(t x ,..., t k ) is a complete /c-partite graph with parts of order t x ,...,t k . THEOREM 
r{G,H)-l ^ r{G x ,H)-\+n-\,
which is equivalent to the desired inequality.
It is now easy to prove the following result about complete multipartite graphs. THEOREM 
Let k ^ 2 and G = K(l, t 2 ,..., t k ), where t 2 ^ ... < t k . If t 2 ^ 3, then K x " is not G-good. If t 2 = 2, then K x n is not G-good if n is odd.
Proof. By a result of Chvatal and Harary [11] , t 2 + n -1 if t 2 and n are even, t 2 + n otherwise.
For K x n to be K, , 2 -good, the Ramsey number would have to be n + 1. Hence, the result follows for k = 2. For k > 2, the result follows by induction, using Theorem 5.
In the above case, the star fails to be G-good by at least.t 2 -2, a constant. Except when k = 2, it is not known whether in fact the discrepancy grows. We now consider cases in which the discrepancy definitely does grow. 
Then there is a c such that
Proof. This follows directly from the following result, due essentially to Sauer [19] , but here compiled from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4' of [1; pp. 107-108]. Let m satisfy
if g is even .
0-2 d-2
Then there exists a <5-regular graph of order 2m and girth at least g. Taking g = p +1, we easily arrive at the desired result.
We observe here that any Ramsey number r(G, K l n ) also occurs as an extremal result involving minimal degree. However, not all extremal results involving minimal degree are as useful as the above, since they often produce only an isolated sequence of graphs with the desired property. The same is true of the following Ramsey result, which however is exact and a substantial improvement on Theorem 7 when it does apply. THEOREM 8 [17] . If n = x 2 , where x is a prime power, then
If n = x 2 + 1 , where x is a prime power, then
Thus if G = C 4 , some stars fail to be G-good by about n
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, and hence also if G = K(2, 2, f 3 ,..., t k ). If standard conjectures about gaps between primes are true, then r(C 4 , K { n ) ^ n + cn [U2)~c for all n. These conjectures are completely intractable today, but the inequality in question can probably be proved another way.
For graphs which contain a cycle, Theorem 7 can obviously be applied. However, the following is often stronger. THEOREM 
Let G be a graph with p points and q edges, where q > p. Then for any a < (q -p)/(q -l) there is a c such that
Proof. It will be convenient to prove the following, which is clearly equivalent to the desired result. For every n, there is a graph on n points which has no G and every point of which has degree at least af. Clearly, it suffices to show this for n large enough.
To do this, put a probability distribution on all n-point graphs by choosing each of the I 1 possible edges independently with probability n~{ l~* \ The expected degree of any point is therefore about if, and it is easy to see by using elementary estimates that there is an a < 1 such that the probability that any given point has degree greater than n*/2 is at least I-/' 1 . Therefore, the probability that all n points have degree greater than if/2 is at least ( 1 -/ T > l -/ r / ' \ This quantity approaches 1 as n approaches infinity. Now we estimate the expected number of copies of G that a graph contains. The probability that any given copy of G occurs is n"'' 11 "* 1 , so that the expected number of G is no more than I-</(!-*) < From this, we see that if n is large, there is a graph on n points with minimum degree at least rf/2 and no more than n p~q{l~a) copies of G. But
and so fewer than rf/A edges are contained in these copies of G if n is large. Now delete these edges; the minimum degree is still at least n a /4. This completes the proof.
We note that if we had been content with the condition that a < {q -p)/q, the above proof would have been simpler. In any case, we can now immediately prove an analog of Theorem 6. (Of course, the simple fact that K l n is not G-good for G as below is already contained in Theorem 6.) THEOREM 
Proof. If k = 2, Theorem 7 applies, and so we may take a = 1/3. But we also have p(G) = t x +t 2 , q(G) = t x t 2 , and so q(G) > p{G) when t 2 ^ 3; hence Theorem 9 also applies, yielding a = max(/? -e, 1/3). For k > 2, we use induction on k, aided by Theorem 5.
It is very unlikely that the a of Theorem 10 is ever the best possible, and improvements would be desirable. (Certainly Theorem 9 shows that a is not always the best possible.)
Problems and conjectures
Although Theorem 2 is pleasingly general, it is probable that far more is true, particularly the following, which is stated in the manner of Theorem 2.
Conjecture. Let d be given, and let G be a graph. If H is a sufficiently large connected graph with no degree larger than d, then H is G-good.
An interesting test case is that when H = C k n , where k is fixed and n is large. Another test case is a binary tree; this is likely to be harder.
Another direction to pursue is that of generalizing the idea of G-goodness. The most natural way to do this is perhaps to permit H to be disconnected. However, to define G-goodness for such H would require the appropriate generalization of Theorem 1, which is not presently available. Such a theorem does exist when G = K k : Stahl [20] has evaluated r(K k , F), where F is any forest. The value depends only on k and the order of the components of F, and hence provides a natural definition for a disconnected H to be K fc -good.
It might be possible to establish some stronger result than Theorem 1, even for connected H, which involves for instance the maximum degree of H, as well as n, x, and t. Results such as Theorems 7 and 9 suggest that a very general ; and precise extension of Theorem 1 is unlikely, but even fairly special new lower bounds for Ramsey numbers would be valuable. A somewhat similar problem is the following extremal question, similar to those studied in [6] . If G is given, then for each n, what is min r(G, H)l When n is large, our results give the answer. Studying the answer p(H) = n for small n and various G could lead to extensions of the Theorem 1 involving more parameters of G. We also call attention here to the question that follows the statement of Theorem 2'. Section 3 also suggests a number of problems. The problem that stands out most is the following. If G = K{1,1, t 3 ,..., t k ) , are large stars G-good? If G = K(l, 1, t 3 ) then Theorem 3 of [18] shows that large stars are G-good, and it is easy to extend this result to K(l, ...,\,t k ).
Beyond this, nothing seems to be known. A related problem is that of determining when the discrepancy from G-goodness grows, particularly for G = K (l, t 2 ,..., t k ) .
It would be desirable to replace the probabilistic argument of Theorem 9 with an explicit construction, at least for G = K(t y , t 2 ), especially since Theorem 8 suggests that stronger inequalities would result. Perhaps a relatively simple construction exists to show that, in fact, r(C 4 , K x ") ^ n + cn l/2 .
